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INTRODUCTION
This is a transcript of a taped oral history interview,
one of a series conducted by the Food and Drug
Administration's History Office.
The transcript is
prepared following the Chicago Manual of Style
(references to names and terms are capitalized, or not,
accordingly.)
The interviews are with persons, whose recollections may
serve to augment the written record. It is hoped that
these narratives of things past will serve as one source,
along with written and pictorial source materials, for
present and future researchers.
The tapes and
transcripts are a part of the collection of the National
Library of Medicine.
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RT:

This is another in the series of FDA oral interview recordings. Today, this

will be a supplemental interview with Mr. Walter R. Moses in his home in
Springfield, Virginia. This supplements the earlier interview which was conducted
here on May 21, 1987. Today is August 28, 1995. In addition to Mr. Moses,
Robert A. Tucker is here conducting the interview.
Walter, we had an extensive coverage of your career and many activities you
were engaged in in the previous interview. However, we're aware that you also
worked with a number of laws, regulations, and programs that may be less known
than those that were previously covered. So would you just share with us some of
the experiences you had with those earlier laws and regulations?
WM: When I reported to the Baltimore station of the Food & Drug Administration
in 1938, the chief activity of the Food & Drug Administration was enforcement of
the Food and Drugs Act of 1906. However, there were other laws that were being
given attention that had received far less public attention a d not well known, even
to a great many pe3ple who have worked in the Food & Drug Administration.
For instance, among the laws that were still on the books and that we had to
learn about was the Naval Stores Act. This was a very old law dealing with naval
stores: that is turpentine, tar, and other products that were of value at the old sailing
ships. I never conducted any inspections or collection of the samples under the
Naval Stores Act, but I was given some training by some of the older inspectors.
Next to the Food & Drugs Act, the act that was given the most attention at
that time was the Insecticide and Fungicide Act (I & F Act). At that time, principal
attention was given to household packages of various pesticides. The more potent
chlorinated hydrocarbons and organophosphates came shortly thereafter. But before
that time, Congress passed an act replacing the I & F Act with the Insecticide,
Fungicide & Rodenticide Act.

This act was given to another branch in the

Department of Agriculture to enforce.

Most of my experience was with the collection of household samples,
household packages of insecticides and fungicides. Older inspectors had had to deal
with adulteration of bulk insecticides.

For instance, in the south, it was not

uncommon for the inorganic substances used to fight boll weevil on cotton to be
adulterated with flour. In the Baltimore District area, the assignment most dreaded
by Food & Drug inspectors was collection of lime-sulphur compound, which was used
as a dormant spray on apple trees. I was warned that if I ever had to collect a
sample of lime-sulphur to take my oldest clothes and shoes and throw them away,
because it would be impossible to ever get the smell out of the clothing.
RT:

Walter, before we go on too far, I should have perhaps asked earlier--coming

back to your first referred act, the Naval Stores Act--now this, I suppose, is one that
dated way back early in the history of the country. Did it not?
WM: Right.
RT:

So.. .

WM: I don't know how far back, but. . . I no longer have a copy of that act.
RT:

Yes. And then it was the Department of Agriculture, in which FDA was then

located, where the work we're speaking of now had occurred. Is that right? That
was before it got separated out.
WM: Right.
RT:

OK. Thank you.

WM: Next in the amount of time given to enforcement was the Caustic Poisons Act.

RT:

That was in 1926 wasn't it, or about that?

WM: I think it would be around there. I don't remember the exact year.
RT:

And the Insecticide Act, was that passed earlier than the Caustic Poisons Act?

WM: Yes, it was passed not too long . . . I don't know how long after the Food &
Drugs Act of 1906, but somewhere in that area it had been enacted.
The Caustic Poisons Act was the result of a crusade by one man. I do not
recall his name. He was a pediatrician who saw many children whose throats were
severely burned by strong acids or alkalies or other caustic substances. He set out
on a personal crusade and was able to get Congress to pass the Caustic Poisons Act.
This act required that caustic poisons bear labeling that had the word "poison" in
large letters, which had the skull and cross bones, which had the common or usual
names of the caustic poison, such as hydrochloric acid or sodium hydroxide, more
commonly labeled as lye. It also required that the labeling bear antidote directions.
This, of course, was before the establishment of poison centers.
The appropriations at that time were made specifically to the enforcement of
the individual act--so much money that was given for each. One year shortly after
I was sent to Baltimore, some weeks before the end of the fiscal year, the Food &
Drug had practically used up its appropriations for foods and drugs, and the only
money left was for enforcement of the Caustic Poisons Act. So we spent a lot of
attention on the Caustic Poisons Act for a short time. The first establishment
inspection I ever made was not of a Food & Drug establishment, but it was an
establishment that was putting out test kits that included a number of caustic poisons.

I believe the name of the firm was Mott, but I'm not sure.
RT:
kits"?

Now you mentioned they were test kits. What do you mean by the term "test

WM: To test the various elements in the soil for nitrogen, potassium, and
phosphorous, and to test the alkalinity or acidity of the soil.
RT:

I suppose in conducting inspections of that industry some care had to be

exercised on the part of the inspector? What kinds of activities were involved in
inspecting? Was it primarily for labeling compliance, or were there other aspects?
WM: I . . . Inspection involved finding what chemicals were being included in the
test kits and whether the packages of these individual chemicals bore the labeling
required by the Caustic Poisons Act. We normally did not take samples but relied
on the labeling of the bulk materials, such as hydrochloric acid, sodium hydroxide,
acetic acid, whenever they were in a strong concentration. We collected samples of
all their labeling to determine whether the labels did comply with the act.
Among the acts that have at one time been considered important, but are not
widely known, even within the Food & Drug Administration, were those dealing with
dairy products and imitation dairy products. One of those was the Import Milk Act.
RT:

Do you happen to know about the time of enactment? About what year that

might have been passed?
WM: I don't believe I have it. It was in the 1920s. I know that.
RT:

That's good. That's fine.

WM: At that time, New York City needed more milk, and they'd gone to the
farmers in the St. Lawrence River Valley who had dairies producing a great deal of
milk. And at one time the Food & Drug Administration established a station at
Rouses Point, which was intended solely to make the inspections, examinauions, and
so forth required under the Import Milk Act. This act required that all cows be

tuberculin tested, that they be otherwise healthy, that the farms or dairies where the
cows were milked be found sanitary, although the sanitary standards were somewhat
limited.
WM: I do not know exactly how long the Rouses Point Station operated, but at the
time I started working at Food & Drug Administration, there were still inspectors or
veterinarians in the Food & Drug Administration who had worked at Rouses Point.
The Import Milk Act didn't receive much attention then for a number of
years. There were no enforcement actions, and no import milk permits were issued
until 1942.

RT:

Now for a point of clarification, Walter, we have been discussing now the

Import Milk Act, and this related to examination of milk shipped to the United
States from other countries. Is that correct?
WM: From other countries.
RT:

So I wanted to just clarify, as perhaps the earlier discussion may have related

more to the Filled Milk Act, because I think you mentioned that the farm sanitation
and so on was an important element of overview. And, of course, we wouldh't be in
a position to do that in a foreign country, would we?
WM: By arrangement with Canada, those inspections of the farms and dairies and
the inspection of the cows could be done either by qualified inspecbors and
veterinarians from the U.S. Food & Drug Administration or by qualified veterinarians and inspectors of the Canadian government. The law permits the secretary to
accept inspections and tests from qualified personnel of the foreign government.

RT: OK. Then I would like also to clarify, was this act primarily related to imports
of milk and milk products from Canada?
WM: That was the only source from which large quantities of milk were imported.
Yes, Canada was the only source. And when the demand lessened, and probably the
Canadians found other outlets, the station at R o ~ s e Point
s
was closed, and there was
no further activity under the Import Milk Act for some years.
However, the law remained on the books and tne regulations remained on the
books. Then in 1942, early in World War 11, the United States Air Force built a
flying field at Del Rio, Texas. This field was isolated from any American dairies that
could supply milk. In fact, the nearest dairies were supplying milk to San Antonio
Texas. The officers of the flying field approached the Food & Drug Administration
about purchasing milk from a large dairy across the Rio Grande River in Mexico.
The Mexican government was not very cooperative. However, arrangements were
finally made whereby they would permit the veterinarians from the flying field to
cross over and make the necessary examinations of the cows, test for tuberculosis and
other health conditions. and check on the sanitation.
RT:

That would include checking milk producers, as well as processing facilities.

WM: No, it wouldn't be processed. This is raw milk. Just milked and came across
as raw milk. Under the law, the raw milk crossing into the Unit-d States had to be
sampled and checked for bacteria, and the maximum count that was allowed was
300,000 in milk, 750,000 in cream. So after the veterinarian had made the required
inspections and examination of the cows, and certified on the forms prescribed by the
Secretary, actually the administrator of the Federal Security Agency
RT:

The administrator maybe?

...?

WM: Yes, the administrator. The Food & Drug Administration accepted these
reports, a temporary permit was issued that would allow for a short time the
importation of the milk. At that time, Del Rio was under the supervision of New
Orleans District of the Food & Drug Administration. I was stationed in San Antonio
as resident inspector, and New Orleans sent a microbiologist, Jimmy Hyndman, and
shipped the needed equipment for sampling and for examination to the flying field
at Del Rio, where arrangements had been made to utilize the laboratories of the
hospital for making the bacterial examinations and for sterilizing the equipment used
in sampling.

RT: Was that the U S . Air Force hospital, then, at Del Rio?
WM: Yes.

Jimmy Hyndman had had polio and was largely confined to a

wheelchair, although he could get about enough that he was a very good microbiologist, and he had shipped out the equipment from New Orleans that the hospital could
not furnish. In the hospital laboratories, they had the autoclaves for sterilization and
had incubators for incubation of the bacteria. But they didn't have the petri dishes
and the special pipettes necessary to sampling. We used a metal pipette so there
wouldn't be danger of breaking pipette and having glass fragments in the milk. Each
had to be used only in one can of milk and then resterilized.
Jim and I were unpacking this equipment in the storage room near the
hospitdl. These storage rooms were side by side, one story, no opening to each room
except a single door. No windows. And as we were unpacking the equipment, I
glanced up and coming through the door was a bear. We had an inspectors manual
about three inches thick, but there was not a word in there about what to do when
you came face to face with a bear. I was frozen trying to figure it out, doing what

I could do to help Jimmy, and then saw that the bear had a metal collar and a chain
was attached. At the other end of it, there was the person responsible for care of the
bear.

RT:

Mascot for the flying field.

WM: . . . the man who was responsible for taking care of the mascot. But that was
one frightening moment.
RT:

An unusual experience for a food and drug inspector.

WM: Yes, the one and only such experience. All of our samples came within the
microbiological limits, so a one-year permit was issued.
RT:

Now that, of course, was under the management of the military. So the Public

Health Service commissioned people wouldn't have been involved in that, the milk
program people. Is that correct?
WM: Once the milk was turned over, it was the responsibility of the flying field.
RT:

So where was the raw milk sent for processing, then, in the United States?

WM: They had to put in pasteurizing equipment.
RT:

There at the Air Force base.

WM: I am not sure where the pasteurization was done. By the end of the year, the
Air Force had been able to make arrangements for transportation of milk from
distant American dairies.

So they were no longer particularly interested in

continuing. But, again, we made bacteriological tests, and the counts were way out
of line. So the permit was not renewed.
RT:

At that time, transporting milk lodg distances, did they use tankers?
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WM: They didn't have these stainless steel refrigerated tankers, and they didn't
have, even on the trains, any way of refrigerating the bulk milk.

RT:

.

Was this sent at ambient temperature?

WM: What they had to do was to get dairies that packaged the milk and then
shipped it in refrigerated cars. That was the last permit ever issued under the Import
Milk Act.
In the 1960s, there was consideration given to whether we should apply the
Import Milk Act to some milk being imported from Holland, the Netherlands. This
was evaporated, canned evaporated milk, but there was a technical question as to
whether it was sufficiently "sterilized to escape the provisions of the Import Milk
Act. Discussions were held with the representatives of the Netherlands government.
(Interruption)

RT:

OK. We're ready now.

WM: We discussed at length the technical aspects of whether this did meet the
"sterilization" requirements of the Import Milk Act, and also discussed the feasibility
of the inspectors and veterinarians of the Netherlands government making the
required inspections and examinations.
At that time, a man by the name of Pieters was commercial attach&. I recall
in one of our conferences, Mr. Pieters was protesting this. He says, "You're hurting
our pocketbook, and when you hurt a Dutchman's pocketbook, you've hurt him."
(Laughter) Although the regulations under the Import Milk Act were revised or
amended June 28, 1968, they were not utilized.

RT:

Now those amendments or changes, were they made with regard to the

Netherlands problem, the concern about the canned evaporated milk?
WM: No. Mainly to make corrections to bring the procedures in line with the
changes in organization due to transfer of FDA from the U.S. Department of
Agriculture to the Federal Security Agency, then to the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare.
RT:

Recodify. I see.

WM: Yes, to make changes as to who was responsible for various parts of the
enforcement.
RT:

You mentioned that after 1968, apparently, there was not too much attention

to this.
WM: If there's been any attention at all to it since the time, I don't know of it.
RT:

But as far as you know it has never been repealed. It's still on the books?

WM: No. As far as I know, it's never been repealed. It's just been neglected like
it was from the time of the closing of Rouses Point until Del Rio.

RT: The current attention of this political administration to reinventing government; I think a part of the initiative is to clear the books of old antiquated
requirements. So it may be--I'm not sure--it may be the Filled Milk Act or, pardon
me, the Import Milk Act may be included in that review. I don't know.
WM: Probably I'd say that both acts have served their usefulness.
10

RT:

It's kind of hard to

WM: The technology of the dairy industry has come a long way since then.

RT:

Oh, it has. It's interesting in terms of individual health care now, there's many

recommendations to avoid butter and concentrated fats, whereas a number of years
ago the concern was just the opposite that substitute products be avoided.

WM: That's why we got the Filled Milk Act. (Laughter)
The Filled Milk Act was passed in the 1920s. Filled milk is milk in any form
from which the butter fat has been extracted and the foreign oil or fat subtituted.
The two cases under the Filled Milk Act were against Carolene Products Company
of Ljtchfjeld, Illinojs. The first court case in 1938 was appealed to the Supreme
Court. One of the observations of the court was that the Filled Milk Act was
intended to prevent the competition of a coconut grove with the American cow.
(Laughter) There was a section of the public health which they thought that the
foreign fats were inferior. As you have mentioned, today we might consider some
of the fats better from the health standpoint than the butter fat. But then the chief
product used to replace the butter fat was coconut oil which is even more saturated
than the milk fat.
The second trial was in 1942. Carolene Products Company had flooded West
Virginia with shipments of their filled milk product which was distributed under two
labels, Carolene and Milnot.

RT:

Milnot is still a product that you see, isn't it? Isn't Milnot a product that's still

marketed with that trade name?
WM: Well, I don't know. I really don't know. I collected a number of samples
while I was a resident at Charleston, West Virginia, and I was called to testify in the

case at Wheeling, West Virginia. This was a hotly contested case in which there was
a great deal of testimony, both legal and nutritional.
The judge was very hard on the government lawyers. The member of the
Food & Drug Administration General Counsel that was sent out was a man named
Murphy that worked with the United States attorney, whose name I do not
remember. But the judge insisted on making them back up every point they made.
He would hammer his gavel and say, "I don't want Murphy and so-and-so on this
point! Quote me some authority." And they would have to go get the citations. He
insisted on everything being proved out.
The case was being tried without a jury. He found the corporation, and each
individual officer guilty, and fined each of them the limit, $1,000 each, and gave each
of the responsible officers of the corporation a one-year prison sentence. That's the
maximum that could be given. The Filled Milk Act had no provision for seizure,
only for prosecution. So the case was carried to the Circuit Court and then on to the
Supreme Court and upheld, and the prison sentences were upheld.

But the

individuals were granted a presidential pardon.

RT: Oh, is that right? What President? Was that President Franklin Roosevelt?
WM: Let's see. Yes. Roosevelt died in 1945.
However, since the law and the sentence had been upheld by the Supreme
Court, apparently the individuals did not wish to risk a second prison term, and so
far as I know, there's been no action under the Filled Milk Act since then.

RT:

Well, that sort of demonstrated that real enforcement had a deterrent effect

on further violations.

Now the Filled Milk Act, like the Import Milk Act, is

apparently still on the books.

WM: As far as I know, it's still on the books. It would take an act of Congress, of
course, to repeal it.
A frozen dessert was developed comparable to filled milk, which instead of
being made with milk fat had the milk fat removed and other fat substituted. At the
time I was resident inspector in Houston, a firm in Texas developed a product, which
they called Mellorine. This was apparently intended as a substitute for ice cream.
The maker of it or the person who developed it claimed two benefits. One was
price. He could sell the Mellorine much cheaper than ice cream. Also, he claimed
that he could control the flavor much better using the pure vegetable oil rather than
the cream, which varied in taste from time to time.
Along with Texas Department of Health inspectors, I inspected this operation.
The manufacturer told me that he was going to be very careful to not violate the
Federal Food, Drug & Cosmetic Act, that he would keep his product entirely within
the state until such time as he could persuade the government to establish a standard
for his product. He apparently kept his word. The state of Texas eventually did set
up a state standard. I believe Arkansas set up a state standard. I don't remember
for sure what other states. Several states established standard for Mellorine.
Had he shipped the product in interstate commerce under the Food, Drug &
Cosmetic Act, the FDA would probably have required that it be labeled "imitation
ice cream." This would be in line with the court decision in the Chill Zert decision.
A firm was manufacturing and shipping a product called chocolate Chill Zert. This
was made with no dairy ingredients. It was a non-dairy product, and the firm argued
that they did not have to label it as imitation ice cream. But the courts held that
they would have to label it imitation ice cream because it was so similar in
appearance and use and taste and every other way that it clearly imitated ice cream.
So had the Mellorine been shipped in interstate commerce it probably would have
required imitation labeling.
Let's see. We've discussed the Filled Milk, Import Milk Acts, and Mellorine.
Back in the 1930s and earlier, there was a product called renovated butter.

This was subject to the Renovated Butter Act which was enforced by another bureau
of the Department of Agriculture. It was produced under their supervision.
RT:

What was the

legislative intent with regard to this particular act, the

Renovated Butter Act.
WM: What I'm getting at is although the Food & Drug did not have jurisdiction
over the renovated butter, we made a seizure of the packing stock butter which was
used to make this, and that was hard fought. The case went to the Fifth Circuit
once, this circuit up to the Supreme Court, back to the lower courts. Then it's again
appealed, went to the Fifth Circuit and to the Supreme Court. Then the third time,
it appealed to the Fifth Circuit, and the theory was that Food & Drug held that the

packing stock butter was adulterated food under the Food, Drug & Cosmetic Act.
RT:

That's what I meant by my earlier question. What is really renovated butter?

WM: I'll get to that in . . . I'll explain it in a minute. Then they . . . Mr. Kidd,
Clover Leaf Butter Company, claimed that it was not a food subject to the Food &
Drug Act, but it was solely subject to the Renovated Butter Act, which would give
us no authority to make the seizure.
RT:

But the product itself really . . . What is the product itsel?

WM: OK. When
RT:

...

I can start explaining what renovated butter is now.

Sure.

WM: Renovated butter was made from what was called packing stock butter.
Packing stock butter was obtained from housewives and farmers who would churn a

few pounds of butter and take it into a country store, where it would be weighed,
tested for butter fat content, and they would be paid on the butter fat content. Then
that butter would be put into a milk can. And then another housewife or farmer
would bring in another lot. That would be weighed, tested for butter fat, they'd be
paid, and then it would be thrown in on top of this first, and keep on until they got
a can full of what was called packing stock butter. Much of this was prepared under
very insanitary conditions, and then it was held under insanitary conditions.
Although the Food & Drug Administration did not have authority, for some
reason I had occasion to inspect a renovated butter plant in Baltimore in the 1930s.
The renovated butter was made thus: first they would take this packing stock butter,
and they'd put that in a vat and run steam through it until they broke down the
emulsion and separated the oil from the milk solids, and you had the layer of butter
fat and the layer of water that has a layer that had the milk curd, along with all kinds
of insects and rodent filth and all that kind of thing. They had a layer several inches
thick of this material, and they would skim that off. Then they would take the butter
oil, which was usually quite rancid and treat it chemically to remove its acidity. Then
that clarified butter oil would be mixed with some milk and some coloring matter
and some salt and maybe some artificial flavor and churned back into butter, which
was "renovated butter."
Most of the plants that had been making renovated butter had closed by about
1940. But one man in Birmingham (Alabama), a man by the name of Kidd, operated
the Clover Leaf Butter Company. The New Orleans District sampled and seized a
quantity of the packing stock butter with all this filth. Well, Kidd claimed we had
no jurisdiction. He appealed to the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals. When he lost
there, he took it to the Supreme Court. The Supreme Court remanded it to the
lower court, and the . . . Again, he appealed to the Fifth Circuit. Again, he was
overruled. Again, he appealed to the Supreme Court. Again, he was overruled. H e
appealed again to the Fifth Circuit. And they remanded the case for a trial on its
merits.

By that time I was assistant chief in New Orleans.

S o I went over to

Birmingham several times to work with the United States Attorney.

RT:

All that litigation covered what number of years? Several years then, didn't

it?

WM: I don't remember how many years that had taken us, but it had taken several
years.

RT:

Now during the time that this matter was before the courts, was he continuing

to produce this product or was that terminated?

WM: Oh, yes. H e was still operating his renovated butter plant. We couldn't do
anything until we proved that we had jurisdiction over the packing stock butter. SO
he was continuing to make renovated butter all this time.
Makers of renovated butter would claim that th: processing, given the packing
stock butter and make it into renovated butter would purify the butter fat, and there
wouldn't be any filth with the finished product. Well, in connection with our work
at that time on sour cream butter made by the creameries, the chief chemist of the
New Orleans District had developed analytical methods to demonstrate that when
there were maggots in the cream that the maggot fat went on into the butter. So we
had a way of showing that the filth was never removed by this. As severe as the
process was, it couldn't remove maggot fat.

RT:

Who was the chief chemist there, did you say?

WM: Vandaveer. I don't remember his first name. We always just called him Van.
H e was a very sharp soil chemist. H e left FDA and became an official in Erito Lay.
So you know he knew his chemistry.

After we were all prepared for trial, Mr. Kidd decided to agree to destroy this
butter or to take it down under bond and make it into soap stock. That was a very
expensive lot of soap stock.

RT:

.

I was going to ask you, do you recall the approximate value of the butter that

was under question in this case?
WM: I don't remember.
(Interruption)
WM: Mr. Kidd contested the seizure so strongly, because he had to win this case

if he was going to continue in business, because if we started seizing all the filthy
packing stock butter, he'd be out of business. So he agreed to take the seized
product down under bond and make it into soap stock. It wasn't the value of the
butter itself, the packing stock butter itself, that was the main point, but his business
depended on winning. After the passage of the Oleomargarine Amendment in 1950,
he converted his plant to an oleomargarine plant. And that was the last of the
renovated butter.

RT:

Now the Oleomargarine Act was again, as I recall, driven by economics, wasn't

it? Wasn't that primarily an economics piece of legislation? Was that sponsored by
the butter industry?
(Interruption)
WM: The first act defining oleomargarine was enacted by Congress on August 3,

1886.

RT:

And at that time was the legislation to require it not to be colored? In the

early days, you added the color.
WM: No.

There was a great deal of controversy, particularly with regard to

oleomargarine, whether the oleomargarine could be shipped in interstate commerce.
When I first started work for the Food & Drug Administration, colored oleomargarine could not be shipped in interstate commerce. The oleomargarine being shipped
at that time was perfectly white, but they would include in the package a small
packet of the coloring that the housewife could mix with the margarine.
RT:
WM:

Coloring packet?

. . . packet of color, and you would have to take a spatula and stir and mix

and mix and mu, which was a kind of messy operation.
RT:

Yes, as it was, that was my job as a child, and I remember that.

WM: Oleo was subject to tax. The tax collection was in the hands, of course, of the
Treasury Department.

And in some states, such as Wisconsin, it was totally

prohibited.
RT:

So it was based on economics, not health reasons at that time.

WM: It was the dairy industry which opposed legalization of colored margarine.
But the Oleomargarine Amendment of the Food, Drug, & Cosmetic Act was
sponsored by Congressman W. R. Poage from central Texas. There were a number
of cottonseed oil mills in his district. This amendment specified the conditions under
which oleomargarine could be shipped in interstate commerce, but it didn't have to
be shipped in interstate commerce to be subject to the act. This amendment is

different from any other part of the Food, Drug, & Cosmetic Act. It is based not on
interstate shipment, but on the theory of placing a burden on legal products shipped
interstate.

RT:

I see. That's a different wrinkle, all right.

WM: Let's take a break, and I'll read you the statement. "Colored oleomargarine
or colored margarine which is sold in the same state or territory in which it is
produced shall be subject in the same manner and to the same extent to the
provision of this act as if it had been introduced in interstate commerce. . . . So the
Congress hereby finds and declares that the sale or the serving in public eating ?laces
of colored oleomargarine or colored margarine without clear identification as such
or which is otherwise adulterated or misbranded within the meaning of the Federal
Food, Drug, & Cosmetic Act depresses the market in interstate commerce for butter
and for oleomargarine or margarine clearly identified and neither adulterated nor
misbranded."

RT:

Well, as I recall, when I first began working in the Food & Drug work at the

state level and working with FDA people primarily from Chicago, one of the plebe
or beginning assignments which most FDA people didn't like was to go around and
do some restaurant surveillance. I remember going with persons from FDA, and
they needed to determine there was either a very visible sign in the establishment
and that the patties were triangles rather than squares. In one place in Redkey,
Indiana, the fellow had divided the patty of butter into triangles but pushed them
back together, and it seemed to be kind of a trivial type of enforcement project.
Most of the FDA inspectors didn't like it.
Then as I recall there was a field test kit. I think John Guill developed this
oleomargarine test kit--critical temperature dissolution (CTD kit)--to do field tests
in the cars while one traveled on field assignments.

WM: Another of the provisions about this amendment is that packages of colored
oleomargarine can be no larger than one pound, and it has to be clearly identified
and letters as large as any other labeling on the package as "oleomargarine" or
"margarine."

As to serving them in public eating places, it had to be labeled

oleomargarine either by a wrapper or by the dish on which it's served, or it had to
be in triangular form. In addition, there had to be a clear public declaration that the
establishment served oleomargarine or margarine.

This could be done by a

prominent sign or by prominent statement on the menu, printed menu.

As far as the Food & Drug Administration was concerned, generally they did
not give great priority to enforcement of the oleomargarine amendment.

But

inspectors were instructed to, when we ate at an establishment, make an observation
on whether the law was being complied with.

RT:

What penalty, if any, would be imposed on violators?

WM: Same as any other misbranding of food.

RT:

Were there ever any of these persons who were prosecuted?

WM: So far as I can recall, I don't remember any actual prosecution under this.
The one case that I know of that was sent forward to the U.S. Attorney was when I
was resident inspector in Houston; I visited an eating place, and I made a report to
the Food Sc Drug that they were serving oleomargarine. It was not in triangular
form, nor labeled, the patty was not labeled, and that they did not have a declaration
on the menu. However, I had not collected a sample, I hadn't collected the menu,
there had been no analytical work to show that it was actually margarine instead of
butter. I never understood why it was sent to the US. Attorney in Houston.

Of

course, when he found there was no evidence, except my hearsay evidence, he never
filed the case.

One experience I had after the passage of the Oleomargarine Amendment,
the Food & Drug Administration decided to make a national survey of the degree
of compliance, and they worked out a system to assure that the places inspected
would be chosen randomly. They worked out a system using the listings in the
Yellow Pages of the telephone directories in the various cities. It happened that the
two as selected in San Antonio, one turned out to be a beer establishment where
they had their food permit, but it was for finger food that they could give to the
people with their beer, and they didn't say butter or oleomargarine. They didn't
serve any spread.

RT:

Well, I think as I recall working with FDA people in the field as a state

person, most of those regarded it as not a very important activity, feeling that that
wasn't protecting people very much from real filth. And I know at one time there
was a proposal that this be delegated to state people for enforcement. Well, it was
a federal act. Most state people I think were not interested. Well, I recall that the
critical dissolution kits--they were going to give those to the states--most of the states
declined to share that interest. So it didn't really work out.

WM: The other establishment in San Antonio turned out to be a Chinese family
restaurant operated by a Chinese family. The husband could speak no English at all.
The wife could speak a few words, and we were kind of at a standstill until she
figured what to do. She went to the phone and called her attorney. And then she
talked to him in Chinese. Then she motioned for me to take the receiver, and he
talked to me. I explained who I was, what I wanted, what we were doing. The
husband then got on the phone, and the lawyer told him. So they eventually got it
across to him that he should show me their menus and their supply of oleo. Though
he couldn't speak any English, his oleo was in triangular form, and there on the
menu, all the rest was Chinese, it said, "We serve oleomargarine."

RT:

So he was in compliance anyway, wasn't he? Well, that's good.

WM: H e couldn't speak English, but he got a good lawyer.
But actually, you're right. Neither the states nor the FDA took this act as
being of great importance. Poage's purpose in getting it through, of course, was to
benefit the makers of cottonseed oil, and other vegetable oils, and to provide
consumers with a cheaper spread.
RT:

When the agency in their new food regulations--of course, they have been

promulgated since your retirement--but at one time, anything that was an imitation
was really looked at with great regulatory concern. But today, even some of the
butter companies are in the margarine business. So health awareness, I think, has
changed our enforcement perspective as well.

WM: Right. There are some other acts that I don't know whether they've ever been
repealed by Congress or not. One of them is the Filled Cheese Act. The Filled
Cheese Act was strictly a revenue measure, so it was enforced by the Treasuly
Department. I've had no experience with it. But the labeling had to comply with the
Federal Food, Drug, & Cosmetic Act and the Fair Packaging and Labeling Act.
RT:

Was the Filled Cheese Act passed by Congress about the time of the Filled

Milk Act?
WM: No, even further back than that. I don't know how far back. Then there was
another act that as far as I know is still on the books is the Adulterated Butter Act.
The Adulterated Butter Act was passed in May 1909. It also is administered bv the
Internal Revenue Service (IRS), because adulterated butter is any butter to which
some foreign fat has been added, and that's subject to the high tax under the Internal
Revenue.
22

RT:

So that is probably the one that is pretty much antiquated now, isn't it?

WM: As far as I know no one wants to make adulterated butter. There wouldn't
be much point. Real butter brings a much higher price, and oleo is competing for
the cheaper markets. So the economic conditions are such that probably there would
be no market for an article labeled "adulterated butter."
RT:

But in the case of adulterated butter, this would not have been a concern

about filth, merely the substitution of the natural oils or whatever for a foreign oil.

WM: Well, the Adulterated Butter Act dealt with economics rather than filth
adulteration. It was actually butter, but it had some added foreign fat.
RT:

That would offend the sensibilities of anybody, I think, the way it sounds.
Well, does that pretty well cover those additional statutes that you intended

to discuss, Walter?

WM: Of course, the enforcement of dairy laws by the states has helped a whole lot
to do away with the sources of such things as the packing stock butter, the filled milk,
filled cheese, et cetera.
RT:

#ell, the Conference on Interstate Milk Shipments which is, you know, a

national organization comprised of milk control officials at the county, even city in
some cases, state and federal levels has also helped I'm sure to bring a uniform level
of product and sanitation into being, and that's something that all the states are very
committed to. In fact, this matter of reciprocity you mentioned with regard to the
Import Milk Act--reciprocity of accepting inspection results between Canada and the
United States--the Interstate Milk Shipments Conference has certainly done that for
the state, because in the early days, New York wouldn't accept milk from New Jersey

unless New York people went to New Jersey to look at it themselves and vice versa.
It was a tremendous and unnecessary waste of resources and of no real benefit,
because it was primarily an economic barrier measure. If they didn't want milk from
one state, they'd just keep it out that way.
Walter, if that pretty much covers our subjects . . .
WM: When I check the transcript I find something that I've left out, I'll add it.
RT:

Sure.

I really appreciate your thoughtfulness in letting us interview you

further on this. You had a wealth of experience in just about everything FDA did
for many years.
WM: I guess I've had experiences more with laws enforced by the Food & Drug Act
than anybody else.
RT:

I think you have, because you were in the Bureau of Regulatory Compliance

for so many years, and you developed interpretations for industry and the states and
everybody that had an interest in FDA's regulatory program. So thank you very
much, Walter.
WM: You're welcome.

RT:

I will add one thing at the end here that I don't think we did at the beginning.

At the time of your retirement, Walter, you were chief of--what was it?--the
Food

...?

WM: Chief of the Food Case Branch, Division of Case Guidance, Bureau of

Compliance.

RT:

At the headquarters of FDA. OK. Well, thank you very much, Walter.
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SYMPOSIUM: Imitation Products and the Future of the
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Imitation Dairy Products-Federal

Laws and Regulations
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Food and Drug Administration. Warhingtm, D.C. 20204

You arc concerned shout the impact of imitation and dairy product substitutes on the
dairy industry. Ilqulatory public henlth officials are concerned with protecting consumers
against sul,stitutc dniry pnduets whieh nrc
unsafe, or nutritionally inferior, o r whieh do
not hear informative, non-misleading labeling.
I n carrying out their oldigiltion these officials
must, of course, act in necordanw with applieablc laws swl rcgalatious pnwntly in effect
or which may he enncted to deal with new
problems.
One of the laws to be eonsiderd is the Federal Filled Milk Act passed by Congress in
1923 to elase the ehannels of interstate and
foreign eammcrce to R I I d milk.
Another is the Federnl Food, Drug, and Cosmetie Act, particularly the specific provisions
of this Act which relate to establishing food
standards, the prohihition of Pulse or misleading
representations in the labeling of foods, and
the lal~elingof imitations.
I n administering these Federal Acts, the Food
and Drug Administration (YDA) must also
consider related State laws and regulations,
those based upon the Grade A
Pasteurized Milk Ordinance recommended by
the Public Health Service. I n applying the
labeling provisions of the Food, Drug, and
Cosmetie Act the F D A generally accepts and
uses the definitions in the 1965 revision of the
Ordinance.
Filled Milk Act
Certain substitutes fall within the prohibitions of the Filled Milk Act, which states that,
"The term 'filled milk' means any milk, cream,
or skimmed ndk, whether or not condensed,
evaporated, concentrated, powdered, dried, or
desiccated, to whieh has been added, o r whieh
has been blended or compounded with, any fat
or oil other than milk fat, so that the resulting
product is in incitation or semblance of milk,

The

-

1 Presented at the Sirt~thirdAnnual Meeting
of the Amedean Dairy Soienee Association, The
Ohio &ate University, Columbus, J u n e 1968.

erean), or skitnwcd wilk, whethcr or not condensed, evapornted, eoncentnlted, pwdcrcd,
dried, or desiwatrd." Any produet raade in
i~nitatiun or semblance of n d k or crcanl in
y y forw is u ''Iillrd tnilk" if ntaolo f m u skinrtrilk, part skizwnilk, nonfat dry, or nny other
form of n d k or cream combined with fat or
nil otlwr thun l d l i fnt. Auy p ~ ~ wu rm f i r u
who ships filled milk iu interstate or fomijin
W~HIWIW! is linlrlv tc, p w w r u t i ~ ~ nI'cvsww
.
IWI,.
viutud of yiolutin~tllc Act iwly bu liacd up
to $1,000 or imprisoned for up to o m year, or
both.
I t may he interesting to note the follmvinp
statement about the purpose of the Fillrat Milk
Act made 6y the Court in the ensc of Cswlrne
Products Company of Litehfield, Illinois v. Wallace, tried in the District of Colunlbia in 1'130:
"The purpose of this chapter was to forhid
the competition of a cocoanut grove with the
Anteriean cow; tn prevent the prncticc of
frauds on the consuming public; and to avoid
harm to the public hcaltll through the substitution of inferior fnts for butkrfat in an
important food product."
The last reported case decided under this Act
was that of U.S. v. Carolene Products Conpany, tried in Wheeling, West Virginia, in 1943.
Convietion of the corporation and its officcrs
was upheld by the Circuit Court of Appenls
and by the US. Supreme Court.
The FD.4 has thus f a r encountered no interstate shipment of any of the substitutes for
nuid milk or fresh orearn which fall within the
definition of "filled milk." Should they eneounter shipments of such articles in interstate or
foreign conlmerce they would be obligated to
initiate regulatory action against the responsible
firm or persons. The Filled Milk Act contains
no seizure provision.

Not all Nondairy Products Subirct to
Filled Milk Art
There are so-called nondairy products ma&
without milk or cream in any form, using instead sodium easeinate or other protein nmterials conlbined with oils or fats other than milk
fnt. Unless these articles consist in part ~f

some form of milk o r cream, they have h e n
held not subject to the Filled Milk Aet. The
F D A was recently asked to reeonsidcr its
position on this. Their experts in the field of
dairy science were asked to review the avnilable
datu snd eorrment an whether sodium easeinate
could he considered "milk" as that term is used
Their decision was
in d t h i n g "filled milk!'
thxt sodiun~cnseiuate is not milk though it is
usually dcrivcd front ensein in inilk. The pmeess
involvt!s precipitation of thc casein with acid,
t h m its t w a t ~ w n twith sodiuw hydroxide to
funo the chemical substance, sodium easeinate.
Their comments confirmed the earlier conclusion that tllc Filled Milk Act does not apply
to imitutions of milk or erenm made by combining sodium easeinate with oil or fnt other
than d k fat, en~ulsifirrr,and othci nondairy
ingredients. Such artieles may, therefore, be
shipped interstate provided t h ~ yare not adulterated or misbranded in violation of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act.

the public that a p n ~ h : in
t not in fact tho one
whiah is innituted.
I n applying this suetiw, tltc flrst d e p ia to
dctt!rmine whethcr the article is, it, I'wt, nn
imitatiun of nnother food. The best gaideliws
thus Far given by the Courts in ntnkit~gsuch
deter~~rinntion
were includcd in the Cllil-Zert
decision.
The Court declared that resemhlanre done
is not enough to estnblish thnt n food imitittrv
anothcr, and stated "lis indienkd shove, CldZwt is illtwtird vith ire cruam in its n~etl@
of nlanufacture, parkaging and sale. It is
similar in taste, appearance, eolor, texture,
hody, and melting qualities. I t has identical
uses; its eomposition differs only from ice cream
in the substitntion of a ehcnper ingredient;
nanwly, vegetable oil in place of milk products.
I t is, therefore, something less than the genuine
article, chocolate ice cream. I t is inescapable
that the ordinary understanding of English
spcmh would denominate i t as an imitation of
ice eream." The Court also held that the food
imitated need not he one for which a standard of identity has been estahlishcd.

Imitrtions Must Be Labded as Such
Several provisions of that Act apply to these
imitation products. The &st is Section 403(c)
Propored Standards h r Imitation Milk and Cream
under wlrich a food is deemed to be misbranded
As mentioned earlier, regulatory officials are
if it is an imitation of annther food, unless its
label hears, in type of uniform size and prom- conrerned with protecting consumers against
inence, the word ''Imit;ltionJ' and, immediately substitutes which are nutritionally inferior or
wlrich do not bear informative, non-misleading
thereafter, the name of the food imitated.
Many State laws include a similar provision, laheling. The FDA decided these problems could
and some of these in which the sale of filled best be solved by establishing, in accord with
milk is not illegal require that filled milk prod- Section 401 of the Act, standards of identity
ucts be labeled as "imitation milk," "imitation and of quality for imitation milks and creams.
cream," inlitation half and half," ete. Federal The proposed standards were published in the
authorities exercise no jurisdiction over such Federal Register of May 18, 1968. The proarticles, wbieh are marketed solely in intra- posed standard for imitation half-and-half is
being amended to included the frozen form.
state eommeree.
The proposed standards of identity are inThere are some who beliwe that there should
be a distinction between the designation of tended to promote honesty and fair dealing
these filled milks and the so-called nondairy in the interest of consumers by requiring that
products. I f the nondairy substitutes are, in ingredients be safe and suitable; by specifying
fact, imitations, the FDA is bound by the Act the substances derived from milk which may
and the decision of the Court in the case of be included; by requiring that the food be
US. vs. 651 Cases, More or Less, Each Con- pnsteurised, sterilized, or sealed in a eontniner
and so processed by heat as to prevent spoiltaining 24 Boxes of "Chocolate Chil-Zert."
The food involved was a frozen dessert labeled age; by specifying that the nnme must inclllde
in part "Rich's Chacolnte Chil-Zert," "not a n the word "Imitation" followed by the common
name of the food imitated; and by requiring
ice cream," and ''contains no milk or milk fat!'
The claimant contended this labeling was trnth- the listing of ingredients except that artificial
ful and more effectively informed consumers flavor or color may be declared as "Artificial
Flavor Added" or "Artificial Color Added!'
than would the words "imitatiou ice cream!'
The prescribed names include the word "ImiThe Court held that it was not for the claimant
to choose the n m n s or method to advise the tation" followed by the name of the dairy prodpublic that his product was not ice eream; that uct imitated. The names of the dairy products
Conwess had speci6ed the method of advising follow the definitions in the 1965 revision of
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the Q n d e A Paateurized Milk Ordinanee.
Because the ingredients used in imitations
of milk or cream, nud the finished imitation
products are capable of supporting rapid h e terinl growth, it is essentinl that adequate sanitntion and temperature controls be maintained.
The standards of identity specify levels of
fats the same ns those prcscribcd for their dairy
counterparts hy thc Grudc A Pasteurized Milk
Ordinance.
There are unresolved and controversinl questiona nbout the physiolngical role of various
fats in the human did The s t c l a d * require
only that the fats be suitable and that the
quantity of f a t used equals levels prescribed
for dairy counterparts. The FD.4 still eonsiders a food nnisbranded if claims are made
in its laheling that the food is of Special value
in the reve en ti on, cure, or mitigation of heart
or circulatory disease because of its f a t content.
The purpose of the proposcd standards of
quality is to assnre consumers the imitatiqns
will eithcr he nutritionally equivalent to milk
o r will warn purchasers about nutritional defieiencies by a prominent statement "Below
Standard in Quality" followed by an explanation of the deflcien~:~
such 8s "Low in Protein!'
They specify not only the minimum amount of
rote in, but require that this be of a biobzical
value equivalent to casein. The standards Prescribe levels of calcium, phosphorus, vitamin A,
and ribobvin. Addition of vitamin D is OPtional, hut if added there must be 100 USP
Units per 8-fluid-ounce serving.
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Somutitncs, however, a n inlitation meeting
the ~witc1.i. of the Chocolate CLil-Zurt decirion
receive wa~gnitionunder another name. Tbis
has been the case with murgari~iowhich Congress, by sti~tute,has defined as "1) all substances, mixtures, and compounds known a s
uleomwgnrinr: or margarine; 2) all substnnees,
mixtnrcs, and compounds which have a consisteuey similar to that of butter and which
coutain nny e~lildaoils o r fats other than milk
fat if' made in imitation or .scmhlance of
h u t t v i l The first delinition of margarine by
Congress was by Act of August 2, 1886.
The ~uost recent ruling caneerniug the use
the word "imitntionn resulted from a
involving an article labeled as ' I ~ n i t a t i o ~Margarinc," which contained nbout half 8s much
fat as required by the standard of identity for
margnril,e. ~h~ government
that the
article was made in imitation or semblance of
butto,; therefore was "margarine" as defilled by
the statute, and that it, therefore, should eomthe provisions of the standard of
identity for margarine. The article was intended Por use by persons who wish to restrict
their intake of fnts or calories. The Court did
not agree with thc contention that there could
not be an imitation of what was really an indtation butter; the d i n g was that an article
not c o n ~ ~ ~ l y iwith
n g the standard eould be labelcd and sold as L'In~itationMargarine!'
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Adulterated Butter m d Filled Cheese

Some butter manufacturers have expressed
a n interest in marketing a low-fat butter similar
Other Imitation or Substitute Daiv P d u Q
to the nimitation inargnrine:* confirm,
by the
The Courts have not yet decided whether Act of March 4, 1923, defined butter as, "For
imitations of sour cream made from milk and the purposes of this chapter butter shall be
vegetable fat are subject to the Filled Milk understood to mean the food product'usually
Act. Several years ago manufacture^ were known as butter, and which is made exelusively
advised that F D A would not seek n decision on from milk or eream, or both, with or without
this if their products were labeled as "Imitation common salt, and with o r without additiond
Sour Cream" and otherwise comply with the coloring matter, and containing not less than
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Aet. Should the 80 percentnm by weight of milk fat, all tolerCourts decide ruoh article is suhjeet to the Filled anees having been allowed for." Any butter in
Milk Act, manufacturers whose products comply interstate eornmcrce found to contain less than
with the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Aet will be 80 per cent milk fat is subject to seizure. Some
so advised before action is initiated under have asked whether n low-fat butter might be
the Filled Milk Act.
marked as "imitntion butter!'
Such article
The frozen dessert sometimes called 'LMello- would probably be subject to the taxes, lieensof the
rine0 is doflnitely considered an imitation iee ing provisions, and other requimn~n~ta
eream, meeting all the criteria of the Chil- Adulternted Butter Act of May 9, 190'2, adZert decision. When shipped in interstate ministered by the Internal Revenue Service.
colnmcrce it should he laheled as "Imitation The definition of "adulterated butter" in that
Ice Cream" even when the shipment is between Act i~teludes" m y butter o r butter fat with
s t a t e which have estahlished standards of whirh there is mixed any substance foreign
to butter a s herein defined, with intent or
identity for "Mellorine!'
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effect of chenpening in cost the product, or
any butter i n the manufacture o r manipulation of which any process or mnterial is used
with intent o r effect of ennsing the absorption
of abnornrnl quantities of water, milk, or
cream!'
Questions have been asked about the butter
subatitutes recently marketed in Wisconsin.
The Internal Revenue Service presently has
under consideration the question of whether
thcse come within the definition of "adultrmted
butter." The FDA is withlzolding nny nction
pending that decision. I f the article, instead,
should he found to come within the definition
of margarine, it is suhjcet to tlrc provisions of
the Federal Food, Drnp, and Cosmctic Act
even if the mnrgarine is not shipped out of
the state where it was pmdured, since Congress
has declared that the sale and serving of

ndalterutrd or n ~ i s l , r a ~ ~ drnnlgnrinc
cl
depresses
the mnrket in interstatc ulnmcrco for hutter
and margarine which sre neither adulterated
nor misbnnded, irrespective of whctlm ai~clr
nlnrgarine originates from an interstate nollrce
or from the state in which it is sold.
There are on the market nlnny pmdudu
which indate stn~~durdizcdcheeses or chcr!se
products. Most of these are properly labeled
as imitations. The addition of any vcgetablc
or other fat or oil to cheese hrings it within
thc dcfinition of "lilled ehee<c;e,"makin: it suitject to the Filled Cheese Act administered b y
the Internal Revenue Service This includes
cheeses mnde with milk or skimmed milk ndmixed with butter. Filled cheese mny be shipped
interstate if i t is manufactured and labeled
in accordance with thc Filled Cheese Act and
complies with the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic
Act, and the Fair Pnckaging and Labeling Act.

